For Immediate Release: January 13, 2021
Hudson Structured Capital Management Ltd. Expands in InsurTech and Re/Insurance
by Hiring Adrian Jones
STAMFORD, CT - Hudson Structured Capital Management Ltd., doing its re/insurance business as
HSCM Bermuda (“HSCM”), announces that Adrian Jones is joining HSCM to expand the firm’s InsurTech
and global re/insurance groups.
Jones will serve as a Managing Director of HSCM and a Partner in HSCM’s InsurTech group. He joins
from SCOR Global P&C, where he was Deputy CEO of P&C Partners and leader of its P&C Ventures unit.
HSCM’s InsurTech group was established by Vikas Singhal, a Partner of HSCM, and now includes eight
professionals with Jones.
Jones commented “HSCM has an industry-leading platform to partner with insurance innovators from
seed to exit. HSCM brings a breadth of capital options and depth of insurance expertise, which are critical
in this capital-intensive, highly regulated industry. I’ve known and respected the HSCM team for many
years, and together I look forward to forging the future of insurance and reinsurance.”
Singhal commented “Adrian’s joining is a key addition to HSCM’s franchises in InsurTech and
re/insurance. Adrian’s unique profile includes senior roles in both the established and emerging parts of
insurance, which we believe will prove invaluable to the companies we partner with.”
Michael Millette, Managing Partner of HSCM, added “Insurance is undergoing a generational change that
presents great opportunities for investors and entrepreneurs who can apply technology to transform
customer experience, risk analysis and expense management. The opportunities to invest in re/insurance
are only growing, and we are delighted to have Adrian in a senior role at HSCM as we continue to reinvent
re/insurance.”
Jones brings nearly 20 years of experience and began his career at Bain & Co. He holds a Bachelor of
Science in Economics from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania and an MBA from
Columbia University. Jones has sat on several boards of directors, including the insurtechs States Title
Holding, Inc. and B3i Services AG.
About HSCM
Hudson Structured Capital Management Ltd. is an asset manager focused on alternative investments
seeking mezzanine level returns. Our focus is on the Re/Insurance and Transportation sectors. HSCM
launched in 2016, and as of January 1, 2021 had more than $3.0 billion in assets under management and
committed capital. HSCM focuses on core economic sectors that are likely to outgrow global GDP, offer
low correlations with broader markets, and are experiencing a shift from balance sheet and to market
financing. For more information, please visit www.hscm.com.
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